LENS CLEANING ADVICE

Recommended cleaning procedures for Fujinon broadcast & cinema lenses

CLEANING THE LENS GLASS SURFACES

1. It is recommended rubber gloves are worn when cleaning the lens

2. Blow the surface clean of any debris

3. Dab/spray a new/clean lens tissue in 99.9% alcohol

4. Gently wipe the surface clean in a circular motion from the center to the edge

5. Discard the cleaning tissue after every wipe and wash hands thoroughly when complete

NOTES:

99.9% isopropyl alcohol should be used to ensure fast evaporation and to reduce the chance of streaking
Kimwipe-style dust free tissues are recommended.
Never spray alcohol or any other liquid directly onto the lens elements
Due to the high flammability, ensure 99.9% alcohol is handled safely

CLEANING THE OTHER SURFACES OF A LENS BARREL, HANDGRIP OR ACCESSORY PRODUCT:

1. It is recommended rubber gloves are worn when cleaning the lens barrel and accessories

2. Blow/brush the surfaces clean of any debris

3. Dilute a clean microfiber towel/rag in a 70% alcohol solution

4. Wipe all surfaces until they are thoroughly cleaned

5. Allow all surfaces to dry and wash hands thoroughly when complete

NOTES:

Never spray any liquid solution directly onto the lens for risk of droplets penetrating the barrel and contaminating internal surfaces.
Denatured alcohol is NOT recommended for lens cleaning.
Used microfiber towels should be cleaned regularly.

Thank-you for your support of Fujinon lens products. If you have any further questions or concerns please contact your Fujifilm Optical Devices Division sales or service representative